The language of colours has the power to attract attention, enhancing the surroundings by highlighting certain features, or camouflaging unwanted details or flaws.

With DL Radiators, every aspect of the finish can be customised. Customers can choose from the wide range of standard colours, or can specify the RAL code for a bespoke product, corresponding precisely to their specific needs.

Tone-on-tone
One of the latest trends involves combining different materials and features in the same colour family. The colour of the wall is reflected in the design of accessories such as cushions, rugs and curtains. The radiator can also contribute to this play of colours, blending in with the wall and disappearing into the other elements in the room.

Contrasting colours
With skilful colour contrasts, pure colour contrasts, shining or glinting - all objects can be enhanced by their colour and their background. The radiator becomes a style element to decorate and complete a room.

To complement the chromatic performance, DL Radiators also offers a range of finishes to define a style going beyond a simple choice of colour: Pearl Shine, Brilliant, Rough, Real and Textile.

Contact your local dealer to view the DL Radiators colour book and discover how we can interpret the spaces in your home.

DEU
Finishing can be custom-made

all the colours of warmth

MADE IN ITALY
Your ideal colour won’t keep you waiting!
All radiators in the colours given here are available with the same delivery times as the RAL 9016 white version. For RAL and other colours not given in the following leaflet, contact DL Radiators for delivery times.

Contact DL Radiators for price information.